


ABOUT US

We differentiate ourselves in the IT marketplace by providing 

outstanding service, Innovation and Industry Thought Leadership. 

MOSTASHEER is a leading technology services provider, delivering 

business solutions to its customers. MOSTASHEER founded in 2009. 

MOSTASHEER delivers one of the industry's broadest portfolios of 

information technology and security solutions to customers in the 

manufacturing, financial, services, healthcare, Communications, Energy, 

transportation, and Consumer and retail Industries.

MOSTASHEER Company is committed to our customer value, to our 

professionals, to being direct, to operate responsibly and 

ultimately, to win continuously and to differentiate from other

Competitors by providing outstanding service, 

innovation and industry thought leadership.

MISSION

VISION

STRATEGY

ADDED VALUE

building capacities and encouraging innovation; 
fighting corruption; ensuring cybersecurity; and 
promoting MOSTASHEER's position at the regional and 
international levels.

To become a globally recognized, respected, and reli-
able leader in IT Business Solution and Services inspir-
ing a new model of Professional Services, hence be-
coming the partner and employer. Leading in providing 
a IT solution in our Region. 

MOSTASHEER is committed to long-lasting business 
relationships with our customers, employees and part-
ners and we value building these relationships based 
on trust, honesty and professionalism, via after selling 
services and technical support.

MOSTASHEER provides the experiences and the expertise to deliver the 

essential infrastructure for organizations to build their digital future, 

transform IT and protect their most important asset, information. We adapt 

the information technology innovations in Data Management, Protection and 

Security, built upon a modern data center infrastructure that incorporates 

industry-leading converged hyper-converged infrastructure, servers, 

storage, backup, disaster recovery and cloud technologies.
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CCTV Surveillance systems

From ‘plug and play’ to the latest in high-speed dome, motion-tracking, IP cameras to the 
basic Digital Video Recorder (DVR).

From the most advanced, Analytics DVR, able to recognize faces, number plates, objects lost, 
direction of merchandise etc. to local viewing and remote viewing 
(Internet based or Local Area Network), for homes to companies. 

We have engineers specialized in installing surveillance camera systems in all places in Egypt, 
where we provide high-quality cameras with international standard, and the camera’s features.

Analog and digital systems. / wired and wirless 

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

Dome CCTV Camera.

Bullet CCTV Camera.

PTZ CCTV Camera.

IT SOLUTIONS
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Access Control
From the basic put-pin-to-enter to network operated Multi-door, 
100 000 user Bio-metric  (finger print) systems, operated from remote locations 
(Internet of GSM Systems).  Gate motors and Boom gates.

▪ Biometric
- Physiological- face, fingerprint, hand and iris
- Behavioral- keystroke, signature and voice

▪ Benefits of a biometric system
- Increased security measures
- Reduce costs of password and ID card maintenance
- Ability to track employees and link activities
- Faster login time
- Improved security of sensitive information
- Time and attendance

▪ Intercom Systems
- Hard wired, wireless, GSM and VOIP systems.

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline:
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

IT SOLUTIONS
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Parking System managment

parking management system refers to the methods

 that allow for efficient utilization of parking resources.

 Essentially, it seeks to manage parking in a more effective way. 

There are different elements that facilitate the working of 

a parking management system. The major components of the

management system include (Method of payment 

/ Access controls /Reporting / Options of enforcement).

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline:
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

IT SOLUTIONS
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Alarm Systems 
Inside and Outside detection at residential and industrial areas.

▪ Wired Alarm System
This system uses a low-voltage electrical circuit that flows between two points
 throughout the doorways and windows or other entry points.

▪ Wireless Alarm System
Wireless alarm systems use a control panel and a series of sensors that are connected
with built-in radio frequency transmitters

  Monitored Alarm System
Having a trusted professional looking out for you is always comforting. 
With a monitored home alarm system, comfort is what you will get.

  Unmonitored Alarm System
Unmonitored alarm systems to self-monitored systems. What they have in common
 is that they are not connected to an ever-present third party. 

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline:
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

IT SOLUTIONS
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Computers and servers 

Mostasheer provides all technical support / supply for

 all computers  / technical support for all operating systems.

Some of the solutions and support are provided by the company 

(Protect and secure all types of network 

/ Backup and recovery data / Configuring networks Firewall

 / datacenter  / NAS / DC Servers / Automations / Maintenance).

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline:
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

IT SOLUTIONS
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Automations        

Working of this system can be explained 

as an interconnection of hardware, electronic

and communication interfaces that  combine

household devices via the Internet. 

The sensors in devices are connected 

through Wi-Fi, enabling you to manage

them from your smartphone from anywhere.

( SMART SCHOOLS / SMART DOOR LOCK 
/ Q-SYSTEM  / GPS & TRACKING SYSTEM)

WebSite:
www.mostasheer.com

Hotline:
+2 0128 111 9580

Mail:
sales@mostasheer.com

OTHER SERVICES

IT SOLUTIONS
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INFINOVA
HIKVISION
DAHUA
HILOOK

HST
UNIVIEW
UNIARCH
EZVIZ
XIAOMI
PANASONIC
WISENET
PELCO

ZKTECO
EUROVISION
BOSCH

TIANDY OBT

BOSE

ITC

TOA

HARMAN

BOUYER

PHILIPS

ATIES

DYNACORD

CROWN/JBL

SONY
EDWARDS

INTER

DSPPA

BOSCH
PANASONIC

CCTV BRANDS SOUND SYSTEMS BRANDS
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